
which varied from town to town and which regulated supplies, hoarding, distribution,
and prices in the grain markets. Instead, the author seems content to point out how,
in the first half of the sixteenth century, this type of insurgency increased in frequency
and intensity compared to his previous late medieval survey.

The arithmetic balance between convergences and differences from late medieval
popular protests seems to favour the former (p. 177). Cities continued to be the main
site of revolts, and their leaders continued to be from popular or at least non-
aristocratic backgrounds. The goal of most of the protests was not religious but po-
litical: to obtain a hearing or even representation in order to influence the financial,
economic, and management decisions of the city, with particular regard to the hege-
monic role of the nobility, the management of taxes, and food resources. This was
sometimes at the cost of invoking the intervention of foreign powers and the
enemy. Women and the merchant class played a new and more important role
there, and protests were more keenly felt and conducted with greater awareness
and strategic capacity. Compared to the premodern model of popular protest
drawn by academics, according to which popular uprisings before the nineteenth cen-
tury were almost always caused by subsistence crises, had leaders who came from the
upper classes, and resulted exclusively in failure, Cohn identifies a significantly higher
degree of political awareness, strategic autonomy, and success.

The author’s final chapter is likely to be the one most debated; it is one with which
I substantially agree. The underlying instance of the popular protests in the half-
century of the Italian wars reveals a perhaps only barely conscious demand for the
enlargement of power, through which they revived “the ideals and democratic prac-
tices of the communal period”. The growth of aristocratic regimes in this period nul-
lified any possibility of realizing such ideals, yet the ideas of broader political
representativeness and the morality of social and political equality, thanks in part
to these protests, continued to work their way deep into European societies. They
were not an invention of the nineteenth century, and its antecedents should not be
sought solely in the age of revolutions.

Andrea Zannini
University of Udine, Udine, Italy
E-mail: andrea.zannini@uniud.it
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International Solidarity in the Low Countries during the Twentieth Century. New
Perspectives and Themes. Ed. by Kim Christiaens, John Nieuwenhuys, and Charel
Roemer. De Gruyter Oldenbourg, Berlin 2020. vii, 320 pp. Ill. € 104.95. (E-book:
€ 104.95.)

Memories can be kept alive for three generations; after that, they become the subject
of historical research and political interpretations. This edited volume on the history
of international solidarity in the Low Countries illustrates the shift from collective
memories toward academic analysis. According to the editors, this history has so
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far been written from the inside, by activists who have focused on international
perspectives, contacts, and emotions as driving forces for the development of
international solidarity. The contributors in this volume want to add to the earlier
limited and fragmented field of research on international solidarity and cover some
of the most well-known solidarity movements of the twentieth century.

The thirteen chapters deal with the peace movements since the end of World War
I, the Spanish Civil War, decolonization and Apartheid in Southern Africa, the con-
flict between Palestine and Israel, and the struggle for a free trade union movement in
Poland. Most of these topics are well-known in the historiography of Western
European solidarity movements. Still, two chapters cover new ground, one on
pro-Apartheid activism and the other on the critical teachers’ movement in the
Netherlands. What can this volume contribute to the history of solidarity move-
ments? What can this book teach former activists, their children, and grandchildren
in the Low Countries and receiving countries? And how does it contribute to the his-
tory of transnational activism?

There is good reason to investigate the transnational history of international soli-
darity in the Low Countries. Brussels, The Hague, and Amsterdam have been signifi-
cant sites for global encounters as seats of the headquarters of many international
organizations. Especially in the 1930s, many of these organizations, such as the
Labour and Socialist International, moved from Geneva and London to Brussels
when Geneva became too expensive. Places such as The Hague are essential in the
geography of the peace movement, as are Amsterdam and Brussels in the history
of the trade union movement. The importance of having headquarters in Brussels
is mentioned in a few cases – in Nicolas Lépine’s chapter on the solidarity of the
Belgian Workers’ Party with Spain, Charel Roemer’s chapter on the meetings of ac-
tivists in the liberation movement, or Solidarność coming to the ICFTU headquarters
after World War II in Idesbald Goddeeris’s chapter, for example.

Another aspect of the geography of international solidarity is the importance of
political refugees who lived in Belgium, as shown in Victor Fernández Soriano’s chap-
ter on the political refugees from Franco-Spain, who were essential for forming the
solidarity movement for the people of Spain in Belgium. Direct contact with the vic-
tims of political oppression and wars can have a mobilizing effect on solidarity move-
ments. Some of the contributions in the volume highlight the importance of visitors
from abroad in organizing local and national initiatives for solidarity. This says some-
thing about the importance of emotions and close contact for international solidarity.

Most importantly, the chapters analyse the politicization of mobilization for for-
eign grievances in the local and national historical contexts of the Low Countries.
Publishing these studies in English is therefore an opportunity for future compari-
sons. Theoretically, this could also interest readers and scholars in the countries
that were the recipients of support. The problem is that most chapters focus entirely
on the Low Countries and cut off the historical development when they reach the
national borders. Can we write a history of solidarity movements without looking
at the connections and disconnections with the original protest movements, their
aims, strategies, and interests in international solidarity, and the outcome of foreign
support for these movements?
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The chapters show how political and cultural structures in the Low Countries have
formed solidarity movements and action. First, there is the role of pillarization in
Belgian society and of how actions and actors could connect different pillars of soci-
ety for international solidarity, not least through individuals active in other groups
and organizations. Second, the experience of German occupation during World
War II shaped these movements differently, supporting the struggle for the liberation
of occupied countries. For example, the case of solidarity with the Namibian liber-
ation movement is interpreted as a natural consequence of the experience of the
German occupation of Belgium. In contrast, in the Dutch case, the collaboration
with the Germans, especially in the deportation of Jews, is interpreted as the
Dutch making up for their earlier mistakes. And this argument is partly also pursued
in the decolonization of Dutch colonies, which was described as a traumatic experi-
ence for the Dutch. Belgium’s colonial past is mentioned only in passing as non-
traumatic. This interpretation leaves the knowledge of the colonized not only outside
Belgium’s borders but also outside the historiography. The differences between
Belgium and the Netherlands are discussed in Wouter Goedertier’s chapter on the
pro-Apartheid movement. The historical comparison in these chapters with the
experiences of these two nations ironically shows the importance of the knowledge
of the receiving countries.

Investigations on how this support was experienced by receiving groups and
whether they had any opportunities to articulate their needs have been due for a
long time. The editors consciously refer to this need as a future task for historians
but still exclude it without further explanation or reflection on the consequences of
this volume and its results. And while domestic activists have names and pasts, for-
eign activists remain anonymous, except those who later became political leaders in
free countries or were well-known writers. This makes it a history of the Low
Countries still caught in methodological nationalism. The transnational aspect, and
even to a lesser extent the Histoire croisée, remains a red thread cut off at the national
borders, which is opposed to the original idea of international solidarity. The ano-
nymity of foreign activists makes it even more challenging for future investigations
to follow this thread to the receiving movements.

Other contributions in this volume take on the methodological challenges of a
transnational perspective. Histories of solidarity, mainly those about the labour and
peace movement, have for a long time dealt with international organizations of the
labour movement and with the role of key figures in global networks. Several of
the contributions in this volume show that these approaches are still valid. Two of
the chapters analyse groups excluded earlier. University students have long been an
essential group in studies of international solidarity, especially through their protests
against the war in Vietnam. High school students have not received the same atten-
tion from scholars. The chapter by Wim de Jong shows the role of the critical teach-
ers’ movement in mobilizing high school students to support the grievances of people
in other parts of the world. The high school student movement in the Netherlands –
as in other countries – was influenced by Dan Andersen, Søren Hansen, and Jesper
Jensen’s Den lille rode bog for skolelever (The Little Red School Book), translated and
adapted for a Dutch context. This part of social movement mobilization previously
overlooked is worth further investigation. De Jong shows how the grievances in the
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world abroad were transferred from one generation to another but also translated and
adapted from one historical context to another.

Most of the solidarity movements dealt with people’s grievances on the left –
Solidarność was a highly complex exception of a union that received support from
many different political and religious groups. Wouter Goedertier’s chapter on the
Flemish and Dutch engagement with South Africa highlights another exception.
Goedertier investigates the pro-Apartheid movements in the Dutch-speaking regions
and refers to the connections of language and shared history of Afrikaners and the
Dutch-speaking population in the Low Countries. Similar trends have existed else-
where, in Germany for example. But can we speak of solidarity when it concerns soli-
darity with the people in power, not the oppressed? A thorough discussion of
“international solidarity” and whether it can include support for a group of oppres-
sors in power would have been helpful. In addition, a debate about what contempo-
raries meant with solidarity and what it meant for those who were the receivers of this
support could help us to understand the historical development of international soli-
darity in two countries that have been the homes of international organizations and
could have added to the debate on international solidarity at a global level.

The examples all refer to the period after World War I – and most are concerned
with the period after World War II. Still, analysing how international solidarity devel-
oped from a long-term perspective is something that remains to be done. Even if this
project cuts off the historical development at national borders and uses a time frame
that could have been longer, it generates new questions. It shows that there is still a lot
more research to be done, and maybe more importantly not only about those who
showed solidarity but also about those who were the goal of support; only when
we start to decentralize such an analysis can we begin to analyse the outcome and
maybe the importance of international solidarity.
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BAIBURIN, A.K. The Soviet Passport. The History, Nature, and Uses of the Internal
Passport in the USSR. (Transl. from Russian by Stephen Dalziel.) [New Russian
Thought.] Polity Press, Cambridge [etc.] 2021 (2017). xvii, 451 pp. Ill. £35.00;
€ 39.60. (E-book: £31.99; € 35.99.)

The Soviet Union exercised stringent control over its borders. Citizens could neither
travel freely abroad nor emigrate. For most of the country’s existence, it also had no
internal freedom of mobility. From 1932 onwards, migration and settlement were
regulated by a system of internal passports and residence permits. This was a
system of exclusion. In strategically important urban and rural areas settlement
restrictions were in place that targeted certain categories of citizens. Until 1974,
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